Commentary

Exploring Ecology’s Attic: Overlooked Ideas On Intertidal Food Webs

There is an operational uncertainty principle of sorts present when discussing the accomplishments and contributions of any particular area of ecology, for its current status is a product of past research and prevalent opinion, but its validity or utility rests on future developments, especially more rigorous testing.

—Paine 1977

While the above statement could preface reviews on any subject in ecology, it lacks two additional, interrelated cautions. First, both the current status of a subject and prevalent opinion may not be products of all relevant past research, if ecologists do not seek out those valid and useful findings that were previously reported but are presently overlooked. Second, when research is overlooked, rigorous testing of past ideas is precluded and the potential for restating former findings is great. These concerns extend beyond ecology and were summarized by the psychologist Wolfgang Köhler in 1913:

Each science has a sort of attic into which things are almost automatically pushed that cannot be used at the moment, that do not quite fit...We are constantly putting aside, unused, a wealth of valuable material [which leads to] the blocking of scientific progress. (as quoted by Sacks [2002])


Here I draw attention to the significance and details of one of the oldest food web diagrams from North America, and possibly the first intertidal marine food web ever illustrated. Harold Sellers Colton (1916) produced this depiction after his observations on rocky shores in the vicinity of Mount Desert Island, Maine—though it has remained largely overlooked by contemporary ecologists. Based on the lack of references to Colton’s (1916) food web findings by succeeding researchers who similarly portrayed species interactions within comparable assemblages throughout New England (Dexter 1947, Menge and Sutherland 1976, 1987, Edwards et al. 1982, Leonard et al. 1998) and the United Kingdom (Lewis 1964, Little and Kitching 1996), I document parallels and contrasts between some of these relatively recent investigations and Colton’s descriptions. This discussion may be of general interest to ecologists, as others involved in documenting and comparing food webs have also overlooked Colton’s (1916) example (Elton 1927, 1953, Pimm 1982, Paine 1988: Table 2, Cohen et al. 1990). Like his other achievements (ESA 1972, Miller 1991), Colton’s early contributions to food web ecology should be appreciated and shared.

While descriptions of feeding relationships and food chains extend back to antiquity (Egerton 1973), food web diagrams are thought to have made their initial appearance much later. Such illustrations potentially provide compelling representations of complex trophic relationships not immediately apparent from lists of interactions or predator gut contents. Food web diagrams are further used for comparisons among regions (e.g., Paine 1966, Menge and Sutherland 1976) and have been a focus of food web theory (Pimm 1982, Paine 1988, Cohen et al. 1990, Polis 1991). As noted by Pimm et al. (1991), the earliest terrestrial food web diagrams were thought to have...
been published in 1912 and 1913—though subsequent exploration of historic literature has uncovered at least one earlier example (Camerano [1880], its context and significance highlighted by Cohen [1994]). Colton’s (1916) characterization of the Mount Desert Island “Rock Association” (Fig. 1) was among these earliest recognized food web diagrams and preceded Hardy’s (1924) famous depiction of the North Sea herring *Clupea harengus* L. and its prey. However, the earliest published marine food web illustration may be Petersen’s (1915) preliminary result from the Kattegat, following his years of research on the marine bottom fauna around Denmark and his analyses of fish stomach contents. Discussion of the Kattegat food web and additional food web diagrams were published in subsequent reports (Blegvad 1916, Petersen 1918).

Colton (1916) presented what can now be considered a simplified, static web of interactions (Fig. 1). It is remarkable that he produced this figure based on observations during the summer of 1915, while collecting over 12,000 dogwhelks *Nucella lapillus* (L.) (as *Thais lapillus* in Colton [1916]) from 67 locations.

He noted, however, that his simple web had additional complexities, and so Fig. 1 was characteristic only of certain locations and conditions on the shore. Colton provisionally classified the “Littoral Formation” into seven “associations” and then noted within the “Solid Rock Association” six additional “zones.” Within this classification system, Colton presented clear depictions of local habitat types (associations), vertical zonation (zones) and noted that at most only three of the associations and three zones were suitable for *N. lapillus*. Such descriptions of zonation provided the physical foundation for his food web, and occurred at the same time that experiments on causes of zonation were attempted on the United States Pacific coast (Benson 1992, 2002), though following Pearse’s (1913) thorough descriptions of southern New England intertidal zones.

Colton (1916) also asserted that wave stress limited *N. lapillus* distribution within suitable zones in the rock association.

Accidents, such as a surf heavy enough to move the rocks on which the animals live, may destroy others. In such habitats few if any are found. The maximum size of these rocks may in exposed places be boulders two to three feet in diameter, while in very sheltered places *Thais* will be found on pebbles two inches in diameter. The limit is obviously determined by wave action.

Colton 1916:444

Associations between site-specific wave action and *N. lapillus* abundance, and also individual *N. lapillus* feeding rates, were later investigated experimentally through studies at contrasting surf areas across New England (Menge 1976, 1978, Menge and Sutherland 1976). In addition to habitat type and wave stress, Colton provided a list of biotic and abiotic factors observed to limit local *N. lapillus* abundance. They included: cannibalism of young within the egg capsule; limited refuge areas in rock cracks; predation; parasitism; ice scour; and inherent low dispersal ability across sand beaches.

Colton acknowledged in his original figure caption that it illustrated only the principal relations among some species and ignored important feedbacks to other components such as microbe communities and detritivores.

To be complete this diagram should show an entire cycle of the material. Each one of the organisms listed above gives off liquids to the sea water that may be again used. They also furnish solids either as waste products or by death, which, when acted on by bacteria, will give more soluble matter as well as a residual solid that will help contribute to the sea bottom in other localities. The dead animals will supply food for amphipods, the amphipods food for fishes like the sculpin, and so relations are established with other associations. This diagram shows that the biota of the Rock Associa-
tion is dependent alone on the pelagic formation. The relationships with other associations are destructive to it rather than constructive.

—Colton 1916:442

In subsequent depictions of New England intertidal food webs, little mention was made of details on the extensive potential interactions among assemblages as discussed by Colton (but see Dexter 1947, Menge and Sutherland 1987, Little and Kitching 1996). The opinion that contemporary food web simplifications left out important components was expressed decades later for food webs in general (Paine 1988, Polis 1991), Summerhayes and Elton’s Bear Island terrestrial food web (Hodkinson and Coulson 2004), and for the New England intertidal specifically (Edwards et al. 1982).

Colton’s (1916) food web illustration of “principal relations” (Fig. 1) could also now be considered a representation of only quasi “strong interactions” (MacArthur 1972, Paine 1980), given that though the strengths of interactions were not tested experimentally, presumed weak interactions were excluded.

It [Nucella lapillus] feeds almost exclusively in this region on the mussel Mytilus edulis, and the barnacle, Balanus balanoides [now Semibalanus balanoides (L.)]. . . . Not only do they [Nucella lapillus] sometimes attack the periwinkle, Littorina littorea, but will try to bore through the shell of one of their own kind. Although many shells show scars, there is no evidence, however, that many are destroyed in this way.

—Colton 1916:440

Another parallel between Colton’s food web portrayal and recent studies concerns the potential role of intertidal predators in addition to N. lapillus. As shown in Fig. 1, Colton envisioned two predatory fish species consuming N. lapillus, though he reported no direct evidence of this occurring.

When the tide is high the cunner (Tautogolabrus adspersus) and the pollack (Pollachius virens) invade this formation to feed . . . . [p. 441] A few Pollack that were caught at high water over a Thais habitat had their stomachs full of young Littorina palliata [now Littorina obtusata (L.)] which they had eaten from the same locality in which Thais lives. L. palliata cannot hide in the rock cracks, as their food is on the Fucus stems. If the fish could...
find young Thais, there is no reason why they should not be eaten as well as Littorina. (p. 442)

Edwards et al. (1982) also argued that mobile predators including cunner are important in determining the structure of New England intertidal communities and similarly investigated the gut contents of some cunner that they caught. In parallel to Colton’s (1916) inferences on the consumption of N. lapillus by pollock, Edwards et al. (1982) inferred a weak trophic link between cunner and N. lapillus in their revised diagram of the northern New England food web—though as Menge (1982) replied, no N. lapillus were reported consumed by cunner. However, in response to the feeding data presented by Edwards et al. (1982), Menge (1982) further implied that cunner were probably not feeding within the low or mid-intertidal zones because N. lapillus were not reported consumed by cunner despite high N. lapillus abundance throughout these areas. These recent inferences—that predatory fish could (Menge 1982) and do (Edwards et al. 1982) prey on N. lapillus when encountered—though separated by decades from Colton’s (1916) publication, restated Colton’s conclusions and illustrate how a relatively recent debate on food web structure was argued based on long overlooked assumptions.

The most striking characteristic of Colton’s food web contribution is its definite resemblance to subsequent depictions, yet reference to his study in modern food web research is lacking. Remarkably similar diagrams of potential trophic linkages—with more and less detail on the direction of interactions—have been published repeatedly during the nearly nine decades since 1916 to illustrate North Atlantic rocky shore interactions, some using experimental methods (Dexter 1947, Lewis 1964, Menge and Sutherland 1976, 1987, Edwards et al. 1982, Little and Kitching 1996, Leonard et al. 1998). Notably, some recent illustrations highlighted contrasts in species’ interactions between sites and were accompanied by multifactor hypotheses on physical and biological mechanisms underlying these differences (Menge and Sutherland 1976, 1987, Leonard et al. 1998); following Paine’s (1966) influential experimental work on Pacific coast food web structure.

Despite its apparent relevance to these recent works, Colton’s food web may have been overlooked due to any number of factors. Brown and Lomolino (1989) suggested four factors in their discussion of why MacArthur and Wilson’s concepts of the equilibrium theory of island biogeography were widely acknowledged and accepted, while Munroe’s earlier, nearly identical ideas were overlooked: (1) overlooked ideas were unpublished and/or presented in relatively obscure publications; (2) only later were ecologists more receptive to the successful idea; (3) immediate development of the successful idea into a more substantial published form; and (4) relatively elegant, simple, graphical form of presentation of the successful idea. In contrast to the greatest reason suggested for the triumph of MacArthur and Wilson’s model (number 4 above, see Brown and Lomolino [1989]), it would be hard to support the notion that only later were food web diagrams more elegant, simple, or robust in comparison to Colton’s earlier depiction, as Colton’s food web had similar components and linkages, presented in very similar format as later depictions. Rather, I suspect that an interaction between factors 1, 2, and 3 (above) contributed to the neglect of Colton’s findings.

Colton published the food web and its discussion as background information, under the section “Life history of Thais,” in the first of his two papers devoted largely to the causes of morphological variation among N. lapillus, as his titles suggested. Though the second paper was published in a more specialized journal (Colton 1922), with requisite self-citation of the former paper, Colton’s (1916) paper appeared prior to Elton’s (1927) account of the importance of “food cycles” or food webs. Thus due to its publication in a natural history journal prior to the popularity of food web diagrams, it was overlooked by later generations of ecologists—including those who compiled an ever-lengthening list of food webs for tests of theory (e.g., Cohen et al. 1990). Some pairwise interactions between intertidal species have been reported based on Colton’s (1916) interaction web (e.g., Fretter and Graham 1962, Largen 1967, Hughes and Dunkin 1967, Hughes and Dunkin 1984, Crothers 1985), but not his elegant diagram of interactions. Finally, Colton’s two publications on N.
lapillus represented the extent of his studies of communities on rocky shores. In 1926 Colton left marine biological research in the Northeast to study archeology in the deserts of the Southwest, distancing himself from any further studies on marine ecology (Miller 1991).

As his food web is seemingly among the first published, one additional question is raised: Did Colton’s food web represent an origin of species interaction diagram independent from those developed by other terrestrial or marine researchers? It appears not. Shelford’s (1913) illustrations of species interactions apparently influenced Colton’s characterization of the relationships among Rock Association species. Though Colton did not directly mention Shelford’s (1913) book in his paper, Colton did acknowledge Shelford (1913) within his “List of Literature” (Colton 1916:454).

In contrast to the reference by Colton to Shelford’s previous food webs, contemporary researchers investigating intertidal assemblages have apparently not recognized Colton’s early contributions to food web ecology. This is unfortunate, and again illustrates that while concepts, depictions, and theories generated by ecologists today may be supported or rejected by the rigorous tests of tomorrow, evaluating ideas based on present and future results is perilous without an appreciation of what has been previously reported (Lawton 1992, Graham and Dayton 2002). Without increased attention to ecology’s past, contemporary researchers will continue to restate previous ideas—unknowingly substituting rediscovery for true discovery.
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